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Audit Committee and Auditor Oversight Update 

This Update summarizes recent developments relating to public company audit 

committees and their oversight of financial reporting and of the company’s 

relationship with its auditor. 

SEC Chief Accountant Takes Audit Committees Back to 
Basics (and Questions “Fee-Hunting”) 

In a February 22 presentation entitled “Back to Basics” at the annual SEC Speaks 

conference in Washington, SEC Chief Accountant Paul Beswick discussed audit 

committee responsibilities and reiterated his concerns about audit committee 

efforts to reduce audit fees, such as by switching to a lower-cost auditor. “We 

keep hearing stories about some audit committees fee-hunting,” he said. 

Mr. Beswick’s audit fee comments expanded on those in a December, 2013 

speech (discussed in the January 2014 Update) in which he warned that “audit 

committees may be focusing too much on the amount of the fee and not focusing 

enough on the expected audit quality.” In his recent remarks, he added that, in his 

view, corporate cost-cutting motivated by a slow economy should not extended to 

audit fees: “I wouldn’t actually think audit fees should fluctuate with the state of 

the economy. In fact, as the economy gets worse, I would think the auditors need 

to spend more time.” 

He also warned that a fee reduction followed by an audit failure could raise 

questions about whether directors had violated their fiduciary duties. “The 

message here is that the “bottom line” should not drive the decision to retain and 

or hire an auditor. The decision should focus on which auditor is going to protect 

the interests of shareholders best.” 

Other topics addressed in Mr. Beswick’s presentation included – 

 The audit committee’s responsibility to evaluate critically the qualifications 

and performance of the auditor and not to act “as a ‘rubber stamp’ for 

management’s recommendation.” 

 The audit committees’ responsibility to independently oversee the audit 

and not to function “as an advocate for management.” 

 The audit committee’s responsibility to resolve disputes between 

management and the auditor, including, were necessary hiring 

independent counsel and other advisers to assist the committee. 
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 The audit committee’s responsibility to understand the nature and scope 

of proposed non-audit services and to monitor transactions and 

relationships that could affect independence. As an example, he cited the 

SEC’s recent report on audit firm loaned staff arrangements (discussed in 

the February 2014 Update). 

 The content of audit committee reports. He pointed out that audit 

committee reports need not be limited to the content required by the 

SEC’s rules. “Audit committees are able to include additional disclosure 

that would be relevant to investors” and should “consider what information 

shareholders would find useful to make an informed decision about 

ratifying the selection of the auditor.” 

Comment: Mr. Beswick’s comments seem consistent with the Commission’s 

renewed emphasis on the role of “gatekeepers,” particularly those that influence 

financial reporting. With respect to audit fees, as noted in the January 2014 

Update, decisions to change auditors should be based on the experience and 

qualifications of the incoming firm, not solely on its fee proposal, and the record of 

the committee’s decision-making should explain the basis for its decision. As to 

audit committee reporting, it appears that the SEC staff is joining the calls for 

voluntary additional disclosure. As noted in the November-December 2013 

Update, the Center for Audit Quality, in conjunction with several organization 

representing directors and audit committee members, has also urge audit 

committees to expand their reporting. 

Audit Committee Members May Have Securities Fraud 
Liability for Failure to Respond to Red Flags 

In a recent opinion, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 

held that securities fraud claims could proceed against two members of the audit 

committee of Longwei Petroleum Investment Holding Ltd., a Chinese petroleum 

distributor with U.S. publicly traded securities. The complaint alleges that 

Longwei’s financial statements overstated its revenues (which were largely 

nonexistent) and failed to disclose a major investment in another company 

controlled by a Longwei insider. The court ruled that the complaint adequately 

alleged that the audit committee members acted with scienter – the conscious or 

reckless intent to deceive or defraud. The court noted that a prior case had held 

that, while audit committee membership alone does not establish scienter, 

"[a]llegations that an audit committee failed to take steps to prevent fraud may 

suffice". In this regard, the court noted that the complaint alleged that — 

 Both audit committee members signed a Form 10-K which included a 

statement that Longwei’s disclosure controls were not effective. 

 Despite these failures, neither the board nor the audit committee reported 

holding any meetings. 

 Although the company’s auditors had a history of employment with other 

Chinese companies with accounting irregularities, the audit committee 

recommended their retention annually. 

 The company reported a sudden increase in revenues "just in time to 

satisfy the terms of an escrow agreement that risked the personal stock” 

of the founders. 

http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/6e2a7ae3-0dae-4d21-a8aa-3d013a9fb08d/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/82439eea-0382-48c4-9c60-3f4d990815a7/AL_BF_AuditCommitteeUpdate_v2_Feb14.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/2e1778a8-3a73-46f9-8efa-6b6e79c3dcae/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/660e93e5-453f-4c64-8db3-715577a0cb97/Al_Global_AuditCommitteeUpdate_Jan14.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/2e1778a8-3a73-46f9-8efa-6b6e79c3dcae/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/660e93e5-453f-4c64-8db3-715577a0cb97/Al_Global_AuditCommitteeUpdate_Jan14.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/02b074a6-aecb-464f-835e-4122d634be10/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/0f2ce890-e475-42ea-be94-4331acac30d9/al_na_auditcommitteeupdate_novdec13.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/02b074a6-aecb-464f-835e-4122d634be10/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/0f2ce890-e475-42ea-be94-4331acac30d9/al_na_auditcommitteeupdate_novdec13.pdf
http://www2.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/In_re_Longwei_Petroleum_Inv_Holding_Ltd_Sec_Litig_No_13_CV_214_HB
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Comment: While the alleged facts in this case are rather extreme, the decision is 

a reminder to audit committee members of the dangers to which they may be 

exposed if they fail to follow up on information that could reasonably be 

interpreted as suggesting the possibility of fraudulent financial reporting. 

Mandatory Audit Firm Rotation is Dead in the U.S. (For 
Now) 

On February 6, PCAOB Chairman James Doty told the SEC that the Board was 

no longer pursuing the idea of requiring mandatory audit firm rotation. Chairman 

Doty made his comments at a public meeting of the SEC at which the 

Commission considered and approved the PCAOB’s $258 million 2014 budget. In 

response to Commissioner questioning, he stated: “We don’t have an active 

project or work going on within the Board to move forward on a term limit for 

auditors.” He added that the Board was continuing to look at other ways of 

strengthening auditor independence and skepticism. 

As described in the July 2013 Update, the PCAOB originally floated the possibility 

of requiring public companies to periodically change auditors (e.g., every 10 

years) in a 2011 concept release. The idea attracted strong opposition, 

particularly from audit committees and public companies, and, in July 2013, the 

House of Representatives passed a bill that would have precluded the PCAOB 

from requiring rotation. 

Comment: Mandatory rotation may not be completely dead. Chairman Doty 

appears to remain personally committed to the idea, and, in the event of a major 

U.S. audit failure, he might seek to revive it. Moreover, as discussed in the 

January 2014 Update, Europe is moving forward with a mandatory 10-year 

rotation requirement. U.S. policy-makers will likely closely follow the perceived 

success or failure of that initiative. 

Accounting Fraud is Increasing in the U.S. According to 
PWC Survey 

According to PWC’s 2014 Global Economic Crime Survey – US Supplement, the 

percentage of U.S. companies reporting accounting fraud increased by nearly 

one-third, from 16 percent in 2011 to 23 percent in 2014. Cybercrime also 

increased – from 40 percent of respondents reporting such incidents in 2011 to 44 

percent in 2014. Bribery and corruption doubled, from 7 percent to 14 percent. In 

contrast, asset misappropriate fell from 93 percent to 69 percent. 

As to the greater frequency of accounting fraud and bribery/corruption, PWC said 

that it had anticipated these increases “in the wake of more regulation, stricter 

enforcement, and increasing investigations.” The report also suggests that some 

of the increase may reflect better detection, rather than more underlying fraud: 

“[T]he increase in accounting fraud and bribery & corruption may be attributable in 

part to more companies implementing or enhancing internal controls, more robust 

compliance programs and increased risk assessments, thus leading to more 

frauds being detected.” 

Taking all types of fraud into account, 54 percent of U.S. respondents reported 

that their companies had experienced fraud in excess of $100,000, while 8 

percent reported fraud in excess of $5 million. Apart from the dollar amount of the 

fraud, U.S. respondents also cited various indirect company impacts, including 

http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/7a5337ca-68dd-4868-92ef-d7acb1e3ae43/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/fb218656-2c0c-48f4-b1b4-dab50c6ca1fc/al_bf_auditcommitteeupdate_jul13.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/2e1778a8-3a73-46f9-8efa-6b6e79c3dcae/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/660e93e5-453f-4c64-8db3-715577a0cb97/Al_Global_AuditCommitteeUpdate_Jan14.pdf
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/forensic-services/assets/economic-crime-survey.pdf
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adverse effects on relations with regulators (11 percent), reputation/brand (13 

percent), business relations (10 percent), and employee morale (11 percent). 

The survey results were based on 5,000 responses from over 100 countries. 

While the US Supplement analyzes only the responses from U.S. companies, the 

report does not provide the number of U.S. respondents or the percentage that 

were public companies. 

Comment: In the survey report, PWC offers the following advice: 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) and Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) 

both consider a company’s existing compliance program and cooperation in 

determining how to resolve investigations. Having a robust compliance and ethics 

program, self-reporting, providing full cooperation and accepting responsibility 

often lead to reductions in an organization’s culpability score, possibly reducing 

fines and penalties. Conversely, unreasonable delays reporting the offense could 

lead to an increase in a company’s culpability score, and the corresponding fine 

imposed. Companies have the ability to directly influence the cost of fraud by 

implementing an effective and updated corporate compliance program, and 

conducting comprehensive internal investigations once wrongdoing is uncovered. 

PCAOB Announces Public Meeting on Expanded Auditor 
Reporting 

On February 27, the PCAOB announced that it would hold a two-day public 

meeting on April 2 and 3 to obtain further input on its proposals to expand the 

content of the auditor's report. 

As discussed in the September 2013 Update, the PCAOB has proposed far-

reaching changes to the auditor’s report. The most fundamental would be a 

requirement that the auditor include in its report a discussion of "critical audit 

matters" (CAMs). CAMs are those matters that, in the auditor’s judgment, 

involved the most difficult, subjective, or complex auditor judgments or posed the 

most difficulty to the auditor in obtaining audit evidence or forming an opinion on 

the financial statements. CAMs would be unique to each audit, and audit reports 

would therefore have to be drafted individually. The Board has also proposed to 

increase the auditor's responsibilities for “other information” – such as MD&A – in 

an annual report that contains audited financial statements. The auditor’s report 

would be required to include a discussion of those responsibilities and of the 

results of the auditor’s evaluation of the other information. 

As of February 28, the PCAOB had received 237 comment letters on these 

proposals. As discussed in the January 2014 Update, comments submitted by 

audit committee members are almost uniformly critical of the proposals, 

particularly of CAM reporting. 

The PCAOB press release announcing the public meeting states that it will 

consist of panels comprised of “investors and investor advocates, senior 

executives and audit committee chairs of major corporations, representatives 

from audit firms, academicians, and other interested parties.” The names of 

panelists have not been announced. 

Comment: These proposals would make substantial changes in the relationship 

between auditors and public companies. Audit committee members that have not 

already commented on the PCAOB’s proposals should do so as soon as possible 

http://pcaobus.org/News/Releases/Pages/02272014_ReportingModel.aspx
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/3fff5091-3559-4c37-804b-ccc380f1f893/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/5c9ee9fa-a558-416e-9daf-ced16ff6c26d/Al_NA_AuditCommittee_Sep13.pdf
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/files/Publication/2e1778a8-3a73-46f9-8efa-6b6e79c3dcae/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/660e93e5-453f-4c64-8db3-715577a0cb97/Al_Global_AuditCommitteeUpdate_Jan14.pdf
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in order that their views can be taken into consideration. The PCAOB is likely to 

reopen the comment period in conjunction with the April public meeting. Even if it 

does not formally invite further comments, letters submitted while the Board is still 

deciding whether to adopt the proposals will almost certainly be considered. 

ISS Updates QuickScore 

On January 27, 2014, Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. released updates to 

QuickScore, its tool for assessing corporate governance risk. While ISS 

Governance QuickScore 2.0 is generally similar to the prior version, ISS states 

that the update “features additional key factors and enhanced scoring 

methodology to help institutional investors identify and monitor potential 

governance risk in their portfolios, and help companies identify possible investor 

concerns based on signals of governance risk.” One of those enhancements is 

“event-driven data updates” -- meaning that scoring will be updated on an 

ongoing basis in light of publicly available information, including company 

regulatory filings and other publicly disclosed materials, which will be “proactively 

tracked.” 

QuickScore ratings are constructed from weighted questions in four areas – board 

structure, audit, shareholders’ rights, and compensation. Companies receive five 

QuickScore ratings: ratings in each of these four areas, plus an overall rating. 

Each rating is on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the most favorable rating. 

Ratings for U.S. companies are based on approximately 88 questions or "data 

points." The relative weight of each data point is not publicly available. A 

company’s QuickScore rating is included in ISS’s proxy research reports and is 

available in the company profile on Yahoo! Finance. 

The QuickScore 2.0 questions related to the audit pillar of its rating system are – 

1. Non-audit fees represent what percentage of total fees? 

2. Did the auditor issue an adverse opinion in the past year? 

3. Has the company restated financials for any period within the past two 

fiscal years? 

4. Has the company made non-timely financial disclosure filings in the past 

two fiscal years? 

5. Has a securities regulator initiated enforcement action against the 

company in the past fiscal two years? 

6. Has a securities regulator initiated enforcement action against a director 

or officer of the company in the past two years? 

7. Is the company, or any of its directors and officers, currently under 

investigation by a regulatory body? 

8. Has the company disclosed any material weaknesses in its internal 

controls in the past two fiscal years? 

9. How many financial experts serve on the audit committee? (This factor, 

which is new for 2014, has a zero-weight impact on the scoring model for 

U.S. companies and is included for informational purposes only.) 

http://www.issgovernance.com/files/ISSGovernanceQuickScore2.0.pdf
http://www.issgovernance.com/files/ISSGovernanceQuickScore2.0.pdf
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Comment: With the exception of the non-audit fees question and the financial 

experts question (which does not affect scoring), the audit pillar questions are 

relatively objective and generally reflect either compliance with regulator 

requirements or matters (such as regulatory investigations) that audit committees 

do not have direct ability to control. Companies subject to QuickScore coverage 

should however verify that ISS is using accurate information. Companies can 

review and, if necessary, submit corrections to, their QuickScore data by using 

ISS’s Corporate Services' Governance Analytics platform. Data verification is not 

available during the period between the filing of a company's proxy statement and 

the publication of ISS's proxy analysis for the company's annual meeting. 

Prior editions of the Audit Committee and Auditor Oversight Update are available 

here. 
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